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1. Goals and Detailed Description
Overall goal: Deliverable D5.5 has the aim to create a project flyer on team and achievements
of BioCombs4Nanofibers project for distribution by the project partners to future cooperators.
This project flyer was designed by coordinator JKU with contributions from the other partners
from the BioCombs4Nanofibers consortium. The resulting 6-page brochure is shown in the
attachment.
The flyer was printed by a print shop located near Linz, Austria in m17. In the first tranche, 500
exemplars were printed and distributed by mail between the project partners. If necessary,
additional trances can be produced.

2. Evaluation of Goals and Resulting Actions
The deliverable D5.5 Project flyer was finalized in time. The flyers will be distributed by the
project partners to future cooperators, for instance at conferences, exhibitions, and fairs or
during bilateral meetings with potentially interested end-users. It will also be used for the
envisaged industrially oriented “Innovation Workshop” in the second year of RP2 or if external
industrial partners will be involved in the 2nd year plenary meeting.
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The project
Nanofibers are constantly drawing the attention of material scientists and engineers as
their surface-to-used-material-ratio is beneficial for, e.g., medical applications. However,
technical nanofiber processing, transfer between substrates, or even simple things as
spooling are often inhibited by the attraction of
the fibers to any surface by van der Waals interactions - these adhesive forces also enable
geckos to stick to the wall. Recent research efforts for scale-up of the controllable production
of nanofibers though have not enabled an easier handling, which remains challenging. A
specific kind of nanofibers are nanofibrous protrusions of adherent cells and microorganisms.
The interaction of these fibers with nanostructures is a key feature for their controlled adhesion at natural or artificial surfaces.

van der Waals forces. However, there is a biological example to show how to tackle this
problem in the future: cribellate spiders bear a
specialized comb, the calamistrum, to handle
and process nanofibers, which are assembled
to their structural complex capture threads.
These 10 – 30 nm thick fibers do not stick to
the calamistrum due to a special fingerprintlike nanostructure. This structure causes the
nanofibers to not smoothly adapt to the surface
of the calamistrum, but rather minimizes contact and thus reduce the adhesive forces between the nanofibers and the calamistrum.

Reprinted from ACS Appl. Nano Mater. 2020, 3, 3395−3401 licensed
under CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0.

One major problem for handling of nanofibers
is their stickiness to almost any surface due to

The transfer of these bionic comb structures to
technical surfaces will enable that future tools
for nanofiber handling (covered with such a
nanostructure) are antiadhesive towards nanofibers. Similar nanostructures can hinder the
adhesion of nanofibrous protrusions of cells or
microorganisms, which may enable cell-repellent or antiseptic areas on medical devices and
implants. The project is funded by the EU program Horizon 2020 FET Open (reference no.
862016).

Fundamental Research
This task includes the functional and morphological characterization of the nanostructures
on the cribellate spider calamistrum, characterization of cribellate spider capture wool, labscale production of artificial nanofibers with
varying diameters, shapes and compositions,
measurement of (anti-) adhesive properties,
and evaluation, modeling and numeric calculation of adhesion phenomena. Living cribellate
spiders of different not endangered species
are available so that experiments can be performed with them or their threads. Lab-scale
production of nanofibers will be performed either by electrospinning or microfluidic wet or
dry spinning. The measurement of adhesive/antiadhesive properties between biological and artificial surfaces and fibers will be performed by direct force measurement (with specific set-ups) or optical detection of fiber deflection.
Applied Research
The transfer of the biomimetic designs of the
antiadhesive spider calamistrum to the surface

of technological relevant soft or hard materials
will be induced by self-organization after laser
irradiation or direct laser-writing techniques
(i.e., 2-photon polymerization). To gain a large
variability of obtainable structures, ns- to fs-laser sources will be employed. Some of the
structures will be additionally functionalized or
copied by replication. The design of the cribellate spider calamistrum will be mimicked, first
scaled-up by a certain factor and later the design will be reduced to the real dimensions on
the calamistrum. Besides the surface patterning also the understanding of underlying formation mechanisms is important. This activity
is supported by model calculations.

New Technology Concepts
This task includes activities using large-scale
electrospinning equipment, the interaction of
artificial fingerprint-like nanostructures on
technical surfaces with electrospun fibers or
nanofiber compounds, the interaction of
nanostructures on biomedical surfaces with
adherent cells and microorganisms, the design
of model tools for nanofiber handling, and the
testing of the tools in contact to nanofibers in
realistic scenarios.

Impacts
The “BioCombs4Nanofibers” project provides
scientific and technological contributions to the
foundation of a new future technology. The scientific contribution will be the use of the design

of the calamistrum of cribellate spiders to reduce the adhesion of nanofibers which adhere
to surfaces due to the strong near-field van der
Waals forces. The technological contribution is
the transfer of the relevant antiadhesive
nanostructures to technical surfaces by means
of advanced laser-processing. We therefore
propose a new future technology for handling
nanofibers – based on novel tools and devices
leading to applications ranging from medical
devices over filters for sub-micrometer scale
airborne particulates to functional clothing.

Consortium
The activities regarding cribellate spiders were
initiated by RWTH and JKU. This is especially
accomplished by the synergetic inclusion of
the large expertise of FORTH and INFLPR on
artificial nanostructured and functionalized
surfaces for Life Sciences. The group at BAM
provides its long-lasting experiences in lasermaterials processing and biological surface
characterizations. RWTH and ELMARCO
bring in their large competence in nanofiber
production, handling and characterization. As
industrial partner, ELMARCO is featuring commercial products as objective. We aim that our
cooperation will reach far beyond the project
period of three years integrating also the future
lead users.

Two institutes of the
Johannes Kepler University (JKU) Linz are
involved. The scientists
at the Institute of Biomedical Mechatronics are
mainly concerned with biomimetics, biological
surface characterization, developing measurement devices in biology and theoretical modelling of biological processes, while the team at
the Institute of Applied Physics is working on
laser-matter interaction at surfaces including
photoinduced nanopatterning and modification
of polymer surfaces.

The BAM (Federal Institute for Materials
Research and Testing) is a senior scientific and technical Federal
institute with responsibility to the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy.
BAM’s division 6.2 “Interfacial Processes and
Corrosion” has a long-lasting experience in the
field of ultrafast laser-matter interaction.
BAM’s division 4.1 “Biodeterioration and Reference Organisms” is particularly interested in
how bacteria and fungi colonize, degrade and
corrode materials.

Two institutes of partner RWTH participate
in the project. The focus
of junior research group Spider at the Institute
of Biology II (Zoology) are cribellate spiders,
producing nanofibers as adhesive of their capture threads. The task of the Institute for
Chemical Process Engineering is microfluidic
spinning of different sized single digit micron
fibers using different materials (including silk)
by in-chip fiber syntheses produced via 3D
nanofabrication.

The research team from National Institute for Lasers,
Plasmas and Radiation Physics (INFLPR) has large experience in laser and plasma-assisted technologies for micro/nanoprocessing
of materials with strong expertise in Laser Direct Writing for controlling the cellular behavior, for nutrient transport for tissue engineering
and for controlled drug delivery. The research
group is one of the most known in thin films
deposition by laser-based techniques.

The Institute of Electronic Structure and
Laser (IESL) belongs to the Foundation for Research and Technology - Hellas (FORTH) and
is a multi-disciplinary science laboratory which
focuses its research on materials science,
technology and laser interactions with matter.
Particularly, the Ultrafast Laser Micro and
Nano Processing (ULMNP) Laboratory focuses on the fs-laser induced generation of
self-organized structures on material surfaces.
In addition, cell-adhesion studies are performed in its fully equipped cell culture facility.

ELMARCO is a SME
and the industry´s leading supplier of industrial scale nanofiber production equipment, based on a proprietary
needle-free electrospinning process. The technology uses simply shaped electrodes, has no
parts easily clogged and is generally mechanically simple allowing nanofibers to be produced on an industrial scale for various applications such as air filtration, liquid filtration,
performance apparel, acoustics, medicine,
battery separators, and inorganic materials.
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